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ABBREVIATIONS

The abbreviations used for the citation of ancient texts and modern scholarly literature generally follow the guidelines of the Society of Biblical Literature as published in *The SBL Handbook of Style*, second edition (SBL Press: Atlanta, GA, 2014) §8.4. In addition to the abbreviations listed in the Instructions to contributors at the back of the volume, please note the following:

Primary Source Abbreviations

*Ar.*  *Introductio arithmetica*, Nicomachus of Gerasa  
*Contr.*  *Controversiae*, Seneca the Elder  
*Hex.*  *Homiliae in Hexaemeron*, Basil of Caesarea  
*In metaph.*  *In Aristotelis Metaphysica commentaria*, Syrianus  
*In. Nic.*  *In Nicomachi arithmeticae introductionem*, Iamblichus  
*In R.*  *In Platonis rem publicam commentaria*, Proclus  
*In Tim.*  *In Platonis Timaeum commentaria*, Proclus  
*Theon Sm.*  *De utilitate mathematicae*, Theon of Smyrna

Secondary Source Abbreviations

*NBHL*  Nor bargirk’ haykazan lezəwi  
*TvR*  *Tijdschrift voor Rechtsgeschiedenis*